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Diversity and Liberation Committee Meeting 
 

Date:  5th December 2016 

Time: 5pm- 7pm 

Secretary: Freya Potter 

 
Meeting attended by: Deej Lashly-Johnson, Alex Thorpe, Rob Noon, Sara Khan, Riddi Viswanathan, 

Lucy Sutton, Elete Nelson-Fearon, Laura Allman, Sophie Serunjogi, Ilyas 
Nagdee, Victoria Payton, Jenni Smyth, Rosa Gane, Jonathan Ajah joined us 
via video link. 

Absent from meeting: 
 

Udit Nijhawan, Louise Harris, Martin Jordanov, Tresha Lionel 

Sent apologies: 
 

Elena Cotton, Rianne Desouza, Mingyu Ma, Imogen Winter 
 

Agenda Topic #1: Welfare Actions/Deadlines: 

Notes:   
 
Victoria (VP) gave an overview of the Advice service and the kind of 
support they can give students.  
VP stressed that all committee members are welcome to use the 
advice service and the importance of referring students to the advice 
service and not taking on individual cases as the Advice service has 
insurance and professional training. 
 
Deej (DLL) and Ilyas (IN) spoke about their own experiences of burn-
out in the past and said that it would be good to have a session 
about looking after yourself/self care. 
 
Rob (RN) spoke about the challenge of starting up a campaign from 
scratch. 
 
Jenni (JS) stressed that people should let Freya (FP) know about 
Access needs/times when they’re not available. 
 

 
Ilyas and Victoria to plan a 
session. 
 
 
FP to share Victoria’s email so 
that people can get in touch if 
necessary. 
 

Agenda Topic #2: Ilyas update  

Notes:   
Detailed scrutiny report available on website soon. 
 
Sitting on many committees 
Looking at the impact of bursary cuts on students from low income 
backgrounds 
 
Organised: 
Black History Month with BME Officers 
Islamaphobia Awareness month with Isoc and Community Officer 
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Global Fest with Riddi 

Agenda Topic #3: Jenni update  

Notes: 
Sexual Violence Policy 
Domestic Abuse Campaign 
Vagina Monologues – fundraiser for Women’s Aid, Action for Trans 
Health, Manchester Rape Crisis 
Reclaim the Night – Aim to make it intersectional and community 
based. 
Youth Outreach 
Active Bystander training 
 

 

Agenda Topic #4: Upcoming Policy at Senate  

Notes:   
1. The Students Union should say yes to boycotting the NSS 

 
IN gave some context to the proposed boycott, explaining the idea 
that boycotting the NSS is the only way students can have an impact 
on the TEF. IN further explained what the TEF is and why it’s not a 
good idea. IN stressed the final resolves of this motion about working 
with the Uni to gather student feedback effectively. 
 

2. The Students’ Union should challenge the University’s 
corporate affiliations that contradict the University’s ethics 
and social responsibility policies 
 

No one had any questions about this policy. 
 

3. The Students’ Union should lobby the University to provide a 
Printer Credit Allowance for Humanities students. 

 
Question about how much 20 credits is worth. 
IN encouraged everyone to contribute thoughts at Senate.  
 

4. The Students’ Union should Support the Boycott, Divest and 
Sanctions (BDS) Campaign. 

 
IN gave some context to this policy and this kind of policy/debate 
within the Students’ Union/NUS. 
DLL asked how would we actually enact this Policy? 
IN replied that many tactics would be necessary. It would be 
relatively easy to begin the resolves which apply to the SU but the 
ones targeting the Uni would be more difficult. Led by Student 
Campaign. It will be a difficult policy to enact and could take many 
years. The policy would be valid for 3 years. 
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5. The Students’ Union should lobby the university to include 

staff members’ pronouns alongside their contact details. 
 
Submitted by Rob and Laura. 
They welcome one amendment about making it apply to Student 
Union staff but not the second which wants to make it optional.  
IN suggested that someone ask a procedural motion to split the 
motion in two. 
 

Agenda Topic #5: Upcoming events from Exec  

Notes:   
 
IN – no upcoming events before Xmas. 
JS – would like to come up with a way of advertising upcoming 
diversity events.  
Vagina Social, various workshops/organizing for Vagina Monologues 
on 13th December. 
Active Bystander workshops, in line with WE GET IT, tackling all 
forms of discrimination. First workshop on Friday 9th 11am-4pm. 
People are also welcome to run their own workshops in their own 
networks. 
FP- Campaigns Workshop on Monday 15th December. 
 
 

 

Agenda Topic #6: Committee Members Events/Plans  

Notes:   
Rosa Gane: Jobs Fair for women in STEM/predominatly male fields. 
Mentor scheme between UG and PG women. 
Sara Khan: BME self-defense classes will hopefully start in New 
Year. Why isn’t my Professor black campaign.  
DLL: BME Forum has now been elected, want to continue BME 
Conversation Corners and LGBT BME Convo Corner. NUS LGBT+ 
discussion on 1st Feb. Wants to launch BME reading group and re-
launch Black Film Club.  
RN: Set up a student Trans group who have already met. 31st March 
big event for visibility day. Trans clothes swap in February. 
Lucy Sutton: Commuter cost fund  
Riddi: Wants to re-start International Students’ Network. 
Sophie and Rianne: Disability Awareness Week in new year – 
include invisible disabilities. Raise awareness of DASS.  
Georgia: LGBT History Month-film screenings, health workshop, 
conversation corners, want to promote alternative ways for LGBT 
community to donate marrow etc. Bi visibility day. Want to work with 
LGBT Foundation. 
Alex: LGBTQ people in sport, want to work with the AU. JS would 

IN book room for NUS LGBT+ 
roundtable. 
 
LS to meet with staff member 
Miriam Amies. 
 
Rianne and Sophie meet with 
Izzy. 
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like to link up to work on this. 
 
IN suggested that everyone bear in mind that they are in post until 
next November so to have a think about Welcome Week etc. 
 

Agenda Topic #7: Diversity Calendar  

Notes:   
 
RN: Wants to put together a calendar of Diversity/Liberation 
events/days and to have a policy which mandates the Union to do 
something for these events 
 
 
 

IN to email LGBQ Officers about 
Asexual Awareness Week. 
 
IN to draft this and bring it to the 
next meeting. 

Agenda Topic #8: Brexit and Hate Crime  

Notes:   
 
IN gave an update: 
Naa and IN sit on a committee to address this with the University. 
Produced the ‘We belong’ video. 
The committee watched the video (and cried a little bit). 
We Get IT Campaign  
 
Jonathan joined us at this point and complimented the strategy and 
suggested that we promote this on the website. 
 
 

 

Agenda Topic #8: Self Definition and elections  

 
FP explained that we currently ask students to only vote for 
representatives within campaigns they define into at 3 points. We will 
put a fuller explanation of why on the website. 
 
Rosa suggested that we should do an awareness campaign around 
the next elections for PTOs. 
 
 

FP to work with Fran Muscatelli on 
this. 

Agenda Topic #8: Stereotype and Stigma Video  

 
Alex wants to work together to create a video about 
diversity/stigma/challenging stereotypes which could be played in 
welcome talks/fire safety talks. 
 
IN wondered if the video might be better if it was slightly shorter than 
10 mins. Said that we could include all the diverse kind of students 
which are represented on the committee eg. Living at Home 

JS and IN will ask the University to 
be involved. 
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students/International students. 
 
JS hasn’t had a chance to chat to E&D from the Uni yet but thinks 
that they would be keen to support the project. 
 
JA said that where he lives in Nigeria homosexuality is illegal so that 
some international students will need to be educated on these 
issues. 
 
JA suggests that the video should promote acceptance. 
 

Agenda Topic #8: AOB  

 
Ilyas recapped the first half of the agenda for Jonathan because he 
missed this earlier on. 
 
JA has made a video with his thoughts about the BDS policy which 
he would like to be shown at Senate. He feels that the policy is one-
sided. 
 
 

 

 


